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Curriculum Vitæ
Matteo Bonato

Name: Matteo Bonato
Citizenship: Italian
Date and Place of Birth: June 6th, 1983, Verona (Italy)
Affiliations: INAF-IRA, Bologna (Italy)
Telephone: +39 3402622608
E-mail: bonateo@yahoo.it
Personal Website: bonatomatteo.wixsite.com/bonateo

Education

• Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Astronomy at the University of Padova; Thesis: “Pre-
dictions for imaging and spectroscopic surveys of galaxies and Active Galactic Nuclei in the
mid-/far-Infrared”; Supervisors: Prof. G. De Zotti, Dr. M. Negrello, Prof. P. Benvenuti;
April 20th 2015

• Laurea specialistica (Master’s degree) in Astronomy at the University of Padova,
110/110 cum Laude; Thesis: “Fine-structure constant and Quintessence”; Supervisors: Prof.
L. Amendola, Prof. L. Secco; October 14th 2009

• Laurea (Bachelor’s degree) in Astronomy at the University of Padova, 110/110 cum
Laude; Thesis: “Time variation of the fine-structure constant”; Supervisors: Prof. L. Secco,
Dr. A. Omizzolo; December 19th 2005

Professional experience

• From June 2017: Postdoctoral Fellow at INAF-IRA, Italian ALMA Regional Center
(Bologna, Italy).

• January 2017 - May 2017: Postdoctoral Fellow at SISSA University (Trieste, Italy).

• September 2015 - December 2016: Postdoctoral Associate in the Department of Physics
and Astronomy at Tufts University (Medford, MA, USA).

• June 2015 - August 2015: Postdoctoral Fellow at SISSA University (Trieste, Italy).

• March 2009 - June 2009: Visiting Scholar at INAF Rome Astronomical Observatory
(Monte Porzio Catone, Italy).

Successful Observing Proposals

• PI, ATCA proposal: “A systematic search for ultra-bright high-z strongly lensed galaxies in
Planck catalogues”, 70 h

• co-I, ATCA proposal: “Characterizing the radio emission of lensed dusty star forming galax-
ies”, 12.5 h

• co-I, JCMT SCUBA-2 proposal: “A systematic search for ultra-bright strongly lensed galax-
ies in the Planck all-sky survey”, 20.2177 h

• co-I, ATCA proposal: “The ultimate definition of blazar candidates in the H-ATLAS fields”,
31.5 h

Skills

• Languages: Italian (Mother language), English (fluent), French (satisfactory).

bonateo@yahoo.it
bonatomatteo.wixsite.com/bonateo
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• Operating Systems: Unix, Windows, Mac OS.

• Programming languages: Python, IDL, fundamentals of Fortran 90, C++.

• Social Skills: Particular attitude and general pleasure to work in groups.

Teaching

• March 2011 - September 2015: Teaching assistant for the “Galaxy Dynamics” master
course at the Department of Physics and Astronomy (University of Padova)

• March 2011 - September 2014: Tutor for the AstroMundus Master Programme at the
Department of Physics and Astronomy (University of Padova)

• October 2010 - September 2012: Math and Physics Tutor at the Faculty of Mathematics,
Physics and Natural Sciences (University of Padova)

Students mentored

• Jed McKinney, Tufts undergraduate student, 2015-2017

Other relevant work experiences, outreach and awards

• December 2012 - December 2013: Website content writer of the cosmology web portal
of the Italian Space Agency

• May 2012: DISF-2012 award for the interdisciplinary essay “Scienza, Società e Media”
(Science, Society and Media), published on www.disf.org

Talks / Contributions at Conferences

• INAF-OATO, Pino Torinese (TO), Seminario, June 6th 2019

• INAF-OABO & IRA, Bologna (Italy), Joint Astrophysical Colloquium, July 6th 2017

• INAF-Astronomical Observatory of Padova, Padova (Italy), Astropizza, March 29th

2017

• Science with the Hubble and James Webb Space Telescopes V, Venice (Italy), 20-24
March 2017

• Cardiff University, Cardiff (UK), Galaxies Meeting, March 7th 2017

• Arizona State University, Tempe (AZ), Cosmology Seminar, December 14th 2016

• The University of Arizona, Tucson (AZ), Galaxy Seminar, December 12th 2016

• NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt (MD), Stellar and Extragalactic
Astronomy Lunch Seminar, December 1st 2016

• JWST meeting 2016, Montréal (Canada), 24-28 October 2016

• Tufts University, Medford (MA), Astronomy Lunch Seminar, September 30th 2016

• UMass Amherst, Amherst (MA), Lunch talks, September 19th 2016

• Harvard, Cambridge (MA), Galaxies & Cosmology Seminar, September 9th 2016

• 227th AAS Meeting, Kissimmee (FL), 4-8 January 2016

• Tufts University, Medford (MA), Astronomy Lunch Seminar, October 23rd 2015

International collaborations

• LOFAR
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• ALMACAL

• ESO ARC Archive Data Mining

• OST

• CORE

• PICO

Research Statement

Summary. My research activity has been mostly focused on galaxy/AGN co-evolution. In
Bonato et al. (2014a, b) I worked out a major upgrade of the Cai et al. (2013) evolutionary
model by: i) adding a statistical description of the relationship between star-formation and nu-
clear activity in late-type galaxies; ii) adding the star-formation and AGN line emission at IR to
mm wavelengths. The model is unique in providing a self-consistent description of the
IR-to-mm spectro-photometric properties of galaxies as a whole, i.e. taking into ac-
count simultaneously the contributions from both star-formation and nuclear activity
across the galaxy lifetime. This tool allowed me to work out predictions for photometric and
spectroscopic surveys and pointed observations with future instruments such as SPICA, JWST,
OST, CORE and PICO (Bonato et al. 2014a, 2014b, 2015, 2017a, 2019b). In the case of SPICA,
CORE, OST and PICO my estimates were solicited by leaders of the relevant working groups
and were or are being exploited to assess the scientific case (SPICA, CORE, PICO) and/or to
refine the observing strategy (SPICA, OST). I have also extended my galaxy/AGN evolutionary
model to the radio regime (Bonato et al. 2017b). Such extension has been exploited to produce
simulations for deep radio surveys with the SKA (Bonaldi, Bonato et al. 2019). Most recently I
have studied the physical properties and the evolution of star-forming galaxies and of radio-loud
and radio-quiet AGNs using ALMA (Bonato et al. 2018, Bonato et al. 2019a), LOFAR (Bonato
et al. 2019c in prep.) and Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (Bonato et al. 2019d in prep.)
data.

Galaxy and AGN co-evolution at IR to mm wavelengths

The physically grounded model by Cai et al. (2013) successfully described the co-evolution of
star-formation and AGN activity in proto-spheroidal galaxies as a function of halo mass, forma-
tion redshift and galaxy age. However late-type galaxies and the associated AGNs were evolved
independently. I upgraded the model by adding a statistical description of the relation
between star-formation and AGN activity in late-type galaxies using a Monte Carlo
approach and taking into account also galaxies in passive evolution.

Furthermore, I added the star-formation and AGN line emissions at IR to mm wave-
lengths. To do that, I determined empirical correlations between line and continuum luminosities
of both components, with the support of extensive simulations taking into account dust obscura-
tion. For the faintest MIR lines with insufficient observational data, I worked out theoretical line
to continuum relations, using photoionization codes.

In this way, I built a model capable of dealing simultaneously with the spectro-
photometric properties of both the star-formation and the AGN components of a
galaxy (Bonato et al. 2014a,b). This is still the only semi-analytic model with these
capabilities.

First I exploited this tool to make predictions for spectroscopic surveys with SPICA and to
drive the SPICA science case (see the “SPICA.pdf” enclosed document). In Bonato et al. (2014b)
I demonstrated that the original SPICA configuration was substantially less efficient at detecting
AGN lines than indicated by previous estimates.

I also built an empirical IR evolution model using SurveySim, a Markov chain Monte Carlo-
based modeling tool, that analyzes survey data, using color-color or color-magnitude diagnostics, to
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constrain the evolution of the IR luminosity function. In Bonato et al. (2017a), I used the Bonato
et al. (2014a, 2014b) model and my SurveySim best-fit model to work out predictions for both
pointed observations and serendipitous spectroscopic surveys with the MIRI-Medium Resolution
Spectrometer on board the James Webb Space Telescope. In this work, I explored the properties
of low-IR luminosity (<109L�) dwarf SF galaxies and showed the extraordinary potential of
the serendipitous (free) MIRI surveys to study the largely unknown low-luminosity
end of the IR luminosity function and the properties of such extreme galaxies.

In Bonato et al. (2019b), I used the Bonato et al. (2014a, 2014b) model to work out predictions
for the (far-IR) Origins Survey Spectrometer (OSS) on board the Origins Space Telescope (OST).
In view of the extreme sensitivity of this instrument, in this paper I have investigated in more
detail the correlations between SFR and IR luminosity. I have also discussed, for the first time
the metallicity dependence of the luminosity of SF lines. These predictions were made in support
of this proposed NASA space telescope, to drive the galaxy evolution science case and to study
the potential of the different concepts of the OST to address a variety of open issues on the co-
evolution of galaxies and AGNs. On the request of D. Leisawitz, OST P.I, I have provided
the predictions of my model to simulate the IR sky and thus to make a stress-test on
the OST project.

Galaxy and AGN evolution models in the radio regime

In Bonato et al. (2017b) I studied the evolution of the radio luminosity functions of
star-forming galaxies and of radio-loud AGN, comparing my model predictions with obser-
vational luminosity functions collected from literature. To do that, I worked out an upgrade
of the Massardi et al. (2010) evolutionary model for radio-loud AGN. Moreover I
assessed the relationship between the 1.4 GHz luminosity and the SFR, critically im-
portant to make reliable predictions for the forthcoming ultra-deep radio surveys and
to fully exploit them to measure the cosmic star formation history. I addressed this
issue by matching recent accurate determinations of the SFR function up to high redshifts with
literature estimates of the 1.4 GHz luminosity functions of star forming galaxies (SFGs). This
was done considering different options for the relationship between the synchrotron emission (that
dominates at 1.4 GHz) and the SFR. My results confirms the existence of a tight connection be-
tween radio luminosity and SFR but implies that better data are necessary to accurately determine
the parameters of their relationship.

In Bonaldi, Bonato et al. (2019), my radio models of star-forming galaxies and of radio-loud
AGNs (Bonato et al. 2017b) were used to work out a new simulation of the radio sky in
continuum over the 150 MHz−20 GHz range: the Tiered Radio Extragalactic Contin-
uum Simulation (T-RECS). At the same time, we delivered a set of simulated catalogues and
the code to produce them, which can be used for simulating observations and predicting results
from deep radio surveys with SKA. The T-RECS mock observations could be used to test the
validity of scientific proposals, optimise survey design or test data analysis methods in advance of
the real data. They were used for the recent SKA “First Science Data Challenge For Astronomy
Community”1.

Study of extragalactic sources from space CMB experiments

I am also actively involved in modeling the efficiency of the next generation space-
borne CMB projects ESA CORE and NASA PICO. Although not specifically designed
for the observation of extragalactic sources, such telescopes have the potential to bring a major
progress also in this field. Compared to the previous space-borne CMB experiment, the Planck
satellite, these instruments comprise many more frequency channels, to make possible an efficient
separation of foreground emissions. Moreover the very large number of state-of-the-art detectors
ensures a much better sensitivity per channel. To study the potential of the different concepts of

1https://astronomers.skatelescope.org/ska-science-data-challenge-1/

https://astronomers.skatelescope.org/ska-science-data-challenge-1/
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such telescopes, realistic and detailed predictions on the galaxies detectable by them are crucial.
My expertise in galaxy evolution modeling and my contribution to these projects in terms of
predictions allowed me to gain the co-authorship in the Sutin et al. (2018) PICO paper and in
the series of nine CORE papers (see the list of publications).

Physical and statistical properties of blazars

In Bonato et al. (2018), I presented a catalogue of ALMA flux density measurements of
754 ALMA calibrators observed between August 2012 and September 2017, for a total of 16,263
observations in different bands and epochs. The flux densities were uniformly measured with a
new code, reprocessing the ALMA images generated in the framework of the ALMACAL project
(P.I.: M. Zwaan). A search in the online databases yielded redshift measurements for 589 sources
(∼78 per cent of the total). According to my classification, almost all sources are flat-spectrum
RL AGNs, based on their low-frequency spectral index, and have properties consistent with being
blazars of different types. In addition to the statistical characterization of the sample, I studied
the variability properties of the sources in different ALMA bands and worked out the global
spectral energy distributions of them over 17 orders of magnitude in frequency.

In a subsequent paper (Bonato et al. 2019a), I greatly enlarged the sample, adding sources
from the ALMA calibrator archive. I collected a total of 47,115 ALMA continuum observations
of 3,364 calibrators. This catalogue was used to validate the photometry given in the new
Planck multi-frequency Catalogue of Non-Thermal sources (PCNT; Planck Collaboration
Int. LIV 2018), for which an external validation was not possible so far. The positional accuracy
of Planck catalogues and the PCNT completeness limits were assessed as well. The catalogue was
also used to derive blazar number counts at the effective frequencies of ALMA bands
4, 6, 7, 8 and 9 (145, 233, 285, 467 and 673 GHz, respectively), where direct measurements are
scanty, especially at the 3 highest frequencies.

In Liuzzo, Bonato et al. (2019, in prep.) we have cross-matched this ALMA calibrator catalog
with the Fermi catalog to analyse correlations between the γ-ray and radio light curves for
different (FSRQ and BL Lac) populations of RL AGNs. For the different ALMA bands, we have
found median time-lags (ALMA time minus Fermi time) of ∼100 days (compatible with previous
studies) with no statistical significant difference between the two populations.

Classification and statistical properties of populations of AGNs and galaxies from
radio data surveys

Within the LOFAR collaboration, I have used deep LOFAR observations in the Lock-
man Hole (LH) field, in combination with value-added catalogues, to establish the
relative contribution of the various sub-populations (SFG, RQ and RL AGN) to the
faint (sub-mJy) radio sky (Bonato et al. 2019c, in prep). I have used the multi-band
information available in the LH to classify the sources, exploiting SED-fitting based estimates of
SFRs to separate RQ AGN, whose radio emission is dominated by SF (radio-silent) from those
dominated by AGN (radio excess sources). These data have been used to derive the source
counts and luminosity functions for each component. The results have been compared to my
galaxy evolutionary models (Bonato et al. 2017b) and have been used to study the SFR history
and the galaxy-AGN co-evolution.

In parallel, I have developed a similar analysis to 1.4 GHz survey observations with the West-
erbork Synthesis Radio Telescope, again in the LH (Bonato et al. 2019d, in prep).

ALMA development activities

In the framework of activities at the Italian node of the European ALMA Regional Centre (see
the enclosed “ALMA activities.pdf” and “ALMA ESO certificate.pdf” documents for additional
information on my ALMA related activities), I contributed to the development of tools for
the ALMA archive. I have developed a new code for the uniform measurement of the flux
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densities of the calibrators from the ALMA images (Bonato et al. 2018). This software is part of a
suite of tools aimed at easing the ALMA Science Archive mining: the ALMA Keyword Filler tool
package (AKF; Liuzzo E., et al., 2018) and the Key-analysis Automated FITS-images Explorer
(KAFE; Burkutean et al., 2018). These projects are part of the activities for the “ALMA Re-
Imaging Study” approved in the framework of the 2016 ESO Call for Development Studies for
ALMA Upgrade and the subsequent “Additional Representative Images for Legacy” (ARI-L; P.I.:
M. Massardi) project, recently approved by the Joint ALMA Observatory and ESO, which I am
currently among the main players. My expertise in ALMA archive mining has also allowed me to
be a member of the ALMA Archive Data Mining support group. Other relevant service activities
at the Italian ALMA Regional Centre have been: supporting the national ALMA user community
in the ALMA proposal preparation phase; fulfilling contact scientist or vice contact scientist duties
for the accepted proposals; making reduction and validation of ALMA data following Data Quality
Assessment procedures.

Other future projects

As a consequence of the expertise gained and of the collaborations built so far, I am planning
to address some new research paths in the next months.

The first one is aimed at a systematic investigation of the brightest sub-mm selected
strongly gravitationally lensed high-z galaxies detected by Planck all-sky surveys.
Strong lensing is a powerful tool to understand the spatial distribution of dark and luminous mass
in galaxies or galaxy clusters acting as lenses, to gain information on the matter distribution along
the line of sight and to study galaxies and AGNs beyond instrument sensitivities and confusion
limits. For the brightest such sources in the sky, above the shallow Planck detection limits, the
combination of extreme gravitational flux boosting and image stretching offers the unique possibil-
ity of measuring, via high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy, the structure and the kinematics
in early evolutionary phases, thus gaining direct information on physical processes in action. This
will allow us to discriminate among different scenarios. However, the tiny fraction of strongly
lensed galaxies cannot be digged out using Planck data alone. Radio observations are necessary
to distinguish them from the much more numerous other sources as well as to determine their
position accurately enough to permit high-frequency follow up. Currently I am PI of an (under
evaluation) extensive ATCA observing program (∼70 hours; on a sample of 79 candidates selected
from Planck maps). The next step will be to ask for follow-up observations also with ALMA.

A second project is focused on the scientific exploitation of the JWST Early Release Science
(ERS) observations (460 hours), as soon as they will be available (based on the current predictions
it should happen at the beginning/half of 2021). I will use serendipitous detections extracted from
MIRI cubes for the scientific purposes explained in Bonato et al. (2017a). Both raw and pipeline-
processed ERS data will enter the public domain immediately after processing and validation at
The Space Telescope Science Institute; i.e. these data will have no proprietary time. I will use PAH
serendipitous detections to derive PAH luminosity functions and therefore the correlated SFR
functions and IR luminosity functions. According to the Bonato et al. (2017) simulations,
this amount of observations will be sufficient for a (statistically) very good reconstruction of
such functions and for a tight estimation of the unknown slope of the low-L end. The
measurement of the faint end slope of the IR LFs will constitute an important test for galaxy
evolution models (this regime is pure extrapolation in all the existing IR luminosity function
models). All the serendipitous detections (PAHs and fine-structure lines) will be utilized to derive
spectroscopic redshifts, redshift distributions and number counts of the detected sources. The
bulk of these sources will have LIR ∼108−9L� and z∼1−2. Serendipitous MIRI observations
will allow me to measure the unknown density and to study the properties of these
extreme dwarf galaxies.
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